
Tomorrowland
As we have come to know many pockets of retail are suffering, particularly fashion retail and department stores. Is this the way of the future? 
Tomorrowland, the report, is a culmination of the Melbourne Fashion Week seminar held at Foy’s Arcade, an innovation lab created by ISPT & CSI 
on Friday September  8  in which we looked at what the future holds for fashion design and retail. We examined what is influencing the market, our 
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consumers, what is disrupting the market, and what the industry needs 
to  consider.

Internet technology has brought us

> Connection

> Communication

> Mobility and

> The ability to network and create groups of like minded people

> Globalisation

> Changes to the economy and

> Industry models

Internet technology, and all that goes with, has become pervasive and 
ubiquitous. It has snuck up with some of us like a stealth bomber and it 
has literally changed every aspect of our lives, work, home, and play. 

Commerce is now 24/7/365. It doesn’t matter where, when, or how you 
shop.

Technology has given a digital voice to people, processes and things to 
improve the customer experience, enhanced supply chain visibility and 
expanded revenue opportunities.

It has

> Presented new ways of being and doing- a seamless, effortless lifestyle

> Created new models that are more in tune with consumers

> Disrupted the market

> Eaten market share

> Is changing the way we think and connect to customers

>  In some cases technology is enabling small producers to go direct to 
consumers or aggregate under the likes of an Amazon or Farfetch to 
offer something new for the consumer.

Amazon is using technology to forge a path in the world. It started with 
a go to app and now is creating bricks and mortar stores that don’t 
require checkouts or cash. 

It is possible that Amazon fashion will  follow suit, and that it will go 
from a global basics offer to transitioning to value- in which case it will 
captures both ends of the market and also the middle

The online retailer recently launched seven in-house fashion labels that 
sell a range of apparel and accessories for men, women and children

> We have seen a global transition of retailers from overseas expanding 
into new Geographical territories e.g. Zara, H&M and the like. 

 Along with the all encompassing online competition this move is 
impacting on local retailers 

> For these overseas brands to succeed in the local market however 
they must differentiate and bring something new to the market apart 
from newness and novelty- eg look at the Topshop failed model- no 
differentiation

The actual retail industry and business models have changed thanks to 
technology.

> Every facet of retail business has been impacted including human 
resources: commerce, sourcing & procurement,JIT manufacturing, 
automation, AI, logistics & supply chain, administration & operations, 
customer and commerce connection; person to person and machine 
to person communication; service mobility and networking; 
transactional data; the value proposition; store design; product 
design, procurement, merchandising and sales; human resources; 
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 marketing; service; sales; delivery; information; knowledge; 
ssistance; living profiling; relationships; loyalty; fulfillment- 24•7/ 
365; access- 24•7/ 365; influence; the Cool factor; experience; 
immersion; innovation.

> In the apparent need to remain competitive, labour and 
manufacturing has become outsourced. Technology has caused 
globalisation and with it particular countries have become the 
manufacturing arms of retailers- this has meant the demise of 

> In the apparent need to remain competitive, labour and 
manufacturing have become outsourced. Technology has caused 
globalisation and with it particular countries have become the 
manufacturing arms of retailers- this has meant the demise of 
manufacturing in our own country, and elsewhere.

Technology allows us to 

> Pay on the go

> Search on the go

> Navigate on the go

> Customise service e.g. informing customers of “My” specials

> Provide ease of shopping, ease of parking

> Save time etc

Globalisation and technology have led to

>An integration with different cultures & practices, and

> New patterns of personal consumption 

Consumers have moved to a change in lifestyles

> Casualisation, what to wear and how to wear it

> A move toward experience instances and away from apparel spend

> Cashlessness

We see consumers seeking

> Effortless style

> Aspirational lifestyle brands, from first to have experienced 
moments,  where to go, live, what to eat, wear, drive, who we know 
and are seen with

The consumer world has changed

> We live longer

> We are more likely to fit into tribes rather than demographics

> Technology engages us to think we can do this together, collective 
thinking, community= the tribe (instagram, pintrest)

> The tribe makes us feel we belong and allows us to stand for 
something

We need to get into the consumer psyche to

> Profile- example the living profile by Accenture

> Translate information into usable data to assist decision making

> Understand behaviour, what drives it and how to appeal to it

Speaker Kristina Reynolds

If people and capability are pivotal to organisational improvement and 
change, then Kristina Reynolds most certainly sits at the centre of knowing 
how to make organisations great. She has an insatiable desire to figure out 
what made people who and what they are aided and abetted by a BBUS 
majoring in Marketing and Master of Advertising and a science degree 
majoring in psychology . Her clients include Lend Lease, Sensis, Telstra, 
Coffey Group, Accenture, Deloittes, TruEnergy, L’Oreal, Bligh Voller Nield, 
United Group Limited, ANZ, and the Australian Federal Government.
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Christine Barro represents traditional retail -her environment, the 
unique collection of products, the parades, salons and events are the 
‘experience’.

The brand’s unique points of difference are that it is

> Curatorial

> Experiential

The service is 

> Personalised and

> Relationship driven

Speaker Christine Dunbar

Purveyor of the finest accessories in the city, Melbourne style icon 
Christine Barro is the founder of her eponymously named luxury 
boutique. Tucked away in underground Flinders Lane, the store is a 
treasure trove of meticulously hand-picked accessories from around 
the world by Christine herself.

‘Christine’  the salon is a subterranean paradise that attracts a diverse, 
but design-savvy clientele with its carefully edited collection of the 
world’s most covetable fashion fripperies and a quirky assortment of 
decorative arts.  Image top right: photographer Brent Edwards

Technology has supported connection, communication, mobility and 
networking. It allows us to Share (Instagram) physical experiences, 
seminal moments, wow moments, moments in time, places, 
perceptions

> Gather evidence- I want to be shown

>Is a constant record that we evangelise products and experiences 
that feel like extensions of who we are- and has enabled us to become 
passionate believers

>Shareable moments- social media personalises contact with the 
customer . It’s like a one to one experience.

> Devotion- I want to follow suit

> Influencers- bloggers are more media royalty than traditional 
journalists as they often hold more sway with consumers

Speaker Trace Ainsworth A.K.A @miss_tambourine

The newish Instagram Miss_Tambourine is described by creator ‘Trace 
the Ace’ as a …retail lover …shoe queen… admirer of beauty …dreamer. 
A veritable Sartorialist Miss_Tambourine strutts her fashion stuff in 
a sensory overload of style, fashion knowledge and pizazz. She has 
been the Melbourne Retail Manager for NZ brand Trelise Cooper for 
16 years, assists on the big parades in NZ and is heavily involved in the 
styling of what goes down the catwalk. 

Image second bottom: photographer Brent Edwards

A fast changing world
The real deal
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Technically Prof. Jeff Jones could be called a researcher- the 
information he garners from consumers by observing and trialling 
their interaction with technology informs us of future directions based 
not on conjecture, but on results.

He examines how virtual reality, communication aids, interactive 
technology, artificial intelligence, robotics and new technologies can 
provide business with better ways to harness consumer attention, and 
hopefully elevate their experience and keep them on location longer. 

Speaker Professor Jeff Jones

Collective Social Intelligence is a management consulting organisation 
specialising in the interrelationships between people, process and 
technology to create measurable improvement and change. 

Professor Jeff Jones is  one of the worlds preeminent experts in 
interaction design. He currently leads a team of talented international 
professionals from Government, Universities and Private Sector as they 
establish global benchmarks in design, engineering disciplines, R&D 
and collaboration strategies to support innovation, collaboration and 
science and technology.

Technology has encouraged

> Swarm creativity (people like us), common vision

> New and innovative thinking and directions

> A constant need for “nowness”

> The constant need to know or be amongst the special people invited 
first

Fashion retailers and centres can 

> Use digital immersion techniques

> Beam the living brand/ its events in real time anywhere in the world

> Use technology to link a purchase to an exclusive invite

> Use pop-ups as a brand extension and exciting conceptual playground 
in same or new territories, and to new markets

> Selfridges is not a department store but an experience store and is a 
brilliant example of reinvention and innovation 

The retail model is evolving. We now see collaborations, hybrid retail, 
shop within shops, reinventions of fashion categories to include 
lifestyle products.

However strong online retail is- it really is only  a channel. Bricks & 
Mortar (B&M) retail is about, and will always be about, engaging all 6 
senses, vision, smell, hearing, taste, touch & thought (emotion)

> Sensual textural visual merchandising (Apple swatch at Selfridges)

> If we compare the +ve’s and -ve’s of ONLINE retail vs. the B&M version

+Time saving
+Connectedness
+Sourcing and research
+Comparison
+Fast gratification 
+Timely fulfillment
+Global inspiration
+Evolving with consumers
+Different retail experiences e.g.   

Black Friday, Cyber Monday
- Price degradation
- Loyalty democratisation

+The experience
+Anticipation
+Engagement of the senses
+Tactility, physicality
+Sense of occasion
+Better one to one (personalised) 

experience
+A place to have fun
+Unstores/ showrooms/ 

galleries- see & try but not buy
- Time exertion
- +Parking & location

Fashion & retail
Future technology

The sum of the parts

Evolve

ONLINE BRICKS & MORTAR
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Only time will tell how the market will pan out with regard online vs B&M.

Examples of new fashion/ lifestyle B&M experiential store designs

Images left  to right horizontally as per list below 

> Calvin Klein, NY

> Club Monaco, NY

> Merci, Paris

> Birkenstock, moveable pop-up, Box at Andreas Murkudis, Berlin

> Andreas Murkudis, Berlin 

> Crate & Barrel, NY

> Aria, London

> Le Centre Commercial, Paris

> Secret Location, Canada

> Away, NY 

> Dish –Duer, Vancouver

> Graanmarkt 13, Belgium

> Hutspot, Berlin

> Kith, Miami

> Melissa, NY

> Song, Vienna

> Stella McCartney, NY

A fast changing world
The sum of the parts, continued...
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The sum of the parts, continued...
One thing is for certain- an alignment of values, accountability and 
civic minded coolness in the companies people deal with is  tantalizing 
to consumers

It’s cool to 

> Be (seen) doing something for each other (social sustainability) & the 
planet (environmental sustainability)

> Be at one with nature

> Be affiliated with like minded people and businesses

> Give up meat for the environment

> Use leather substitutes such as uashi

> Use less carbon miles

> Reduce our footprint on earth

> Give back

> Treat your workers, suppliers and customers well

> Be ethical, and expect this of the businesses we deal with

> Find Instagrammable moments that hearken to our ‘do it right’ 
philosophies

> Find our ‘roots’ by walking together with our indigenous peoples

And lets not forget kindness to the cities and environments we live in. 
Greening environments makes the built environment habitable, and 
inviting.  Retail environments, esp. shopping centres, are no longer 
stand alone entities. They are part of the urban environment and a lot 
more consideration needs to be given to their external design and the 
experience factor. 
Image bottom: proposed shopping centre rooftop, Seoul

Finale

We can’t escape the impact of technology and how rapidly it is 
advancing. Truth be told Tomorrowland is here today.

Fast uptake of technology by consumers means that businesses need 
to be proactive about connecting by a multitude of different means. 
There are myriad opportunities for retailers to

>  Improve and customise the customer journey, information tablets 
and kiosks, mobile POS scanners

> Empower customers using the technology they own- mobiles with 
scanners

>  Cashless-ness

>  Supply chain automation & improving inventory management

> Tracking & security sensors throughout the store generating shopper 
insights

>  Business intelligence such as analytics to enhance forecasting and 
visibility

> Location based marketing, knowing when and where customers are 
in store

What we must never forget is that Customers are at the centre of 
everything we do.

Knowing and being at the forefront will ensure against onslaughts from 
a fast changing world. 

...............................................................................................................

The sum of the parts presentation was resented by Annie Harper. 
This paper was created and designed by Annie Harper, Idea Nation 
for attendees of the seminar Tomorrowland, September 8, 2017 for 
Melbourne Fashion week.

Fashion & retail



An ISPT, CSI and Idea Nation collaborative event

‘Foy’s Arcade,’ is an unprecedented Experience Centre and integrated 
technology lab in the heart of Melbourne that has been created through 
a partnership between ISPT and Collective Social Intelligence.

This event was a collaboration between ISPT, CSI and Idea Nation.

ISPT is an industry super fund-backed property group strongly 
represented in the retail property market and leading through 
innovation and forward thinking. 

CSI is a global organisation focussed on people, process and 
technology. 

Idea Nation is a strategic marketing communication and thought 
leadership consultancy that works in the retail and design sectors.

Details

Christine Barro, fashion retailer and founder Christine 

http://christineaccessories.com/ 181 Flinders Lane,Melbourne, Victoria

Trace Ainsworth AKA Miss_Tambourine and retail manager for Trelise 
Cooper https://www.instagram.com/miss_tambourine/

Professor Jeff Jones, interaction design expert from Collective Social 
Intelligence (CSI)  http://get-csi.com/

Kristina Reynolds, behavioural psychologist from CSI    http://get-csi.com/

Annie Harper, marketing and communication strategist from Idea 
Nation. aharper@ideanation.com.au 0417 304 005

ISPT http://ispt.net.au/ 

Foy’s Arcade  http://foysarcade.com/

Brent Edwards photographer  www.brentedwards.com.au

What does the future hold for fashion design and retail - pure online, 
B&M, combos, selling through aggregators, or what?

Created for Melbourne Fashion Week 2017 and to be held at ISPT’s 
innovation and experience lab, Foy’s Arcade, this seminar looks at 
options, opportunities and minefields. We examine what is influencing 
consumers, what is disrupting the market, how to break through and 
more. The event includes a panel of speakers, presentations, Q & A and 
a virtual reality walkthrough of the hi-tech innovation lab.

Listen, question, query, converse, learn, know!

Tomorrowland
About

Christine Barro Trace Ainsworth Prof. Jeff Jones Kristina Reynolds Annie Harper

SPEAKERS

Seminar


